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In classical rational interpolation the numerator and the denominator of r are made unique (up to a constant factor) by restricting their respective degrees. We determine here the corresponding vectors u by applying an elimination algorithm to a matrix whose kernel is the space of the u's.
The problem
Let x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x N be N + 1 distinct points (nodes) in IR, f 0 ; f 1 ; : : : ; f N corresponding values in IR (C). For any two given integers m, n 0 we will denote by R m;n the set of all rational functions with numerator degree m and denominator degreee n.
The (classical) rational interpolation problem is the following: given m and n, nd r = p q 2 R m;n
(1) such that r(x k ) = p(x k ) q(x k ) = f k ; k = 0(1)N:
It is well known that one may assume without loss of generality that n m. In order to have a nontrivial solution of (4) for every set of data, one should have less rows than columns. One therefore takes N = m + n:
The kernel of (4) then always contains vectors for which q 6 0. The main di culty with classical rational interpolation are the zeros of q, of which we can distinguish two kinds: a) for the zeros z common to p one can (in theory) cancel the corresponding factors x ? z . The kernel of (4) corresponds to a unique interpolant, if the latter exists. However, if a zero of q with multiplicity is a node x k , then in view of (2) it is also a zero of p; after cancellation of (x ? x k ) , (1) takes a value which may be di erent from f k : then the problem has no solution, the point (x k ; f k ) is called 
Indeed, let q k := q(x k ) be the values of the denominator at the nodes; then
is the Lagrangian representation of the denominator and r can be written as in (6) with u k := w k q k :
(This proof is an illustration of the fact, used by most constructive methods, that a rational interpolant is fully determined by its denominator.) Since w k 6 = 0 8 k, there follows from (9) that q has a zero at a node i the corresponding weight is itself zero. There corresponds to every node x k a so{called weight u k , and a barycentric formula for r thus encompasses N + 1 unknowns, as opposed to N + 2 in a canonical representation.
The barycentric representation presents several advantages in comparison with the classical one: a) unattainable points: (6) implies that the interpolation condition at x`is satis ed for all u`6 = 0: (10) u`= 0 therefore is a necessary condition for an unattainable point at x`: the barycentric weights give immediate information about possible unattainable points (see also Ber2]); u`= 0 in (6) simply means that the information at x`is discarded when determining the interpolant; b ) stability: from (10) Theorem 2.1
Suppose the nodes are ordered as x 0 < x 1 < : : : < x N , the common factors in r have been simpli ed to yield the reduced function e r so that (6) corresponds to an interpolant with minimal denominator degree, and suppose u k 6 = 0 8 k. Then sign u k+1 = sign u k implies that e r has an odd number of poles in x k ; x k+1 ].
Non{alternating signs of the weights of a reduced interpolant therefore is a su cient condition for the presence of poles. Unfortunately, this condition is not necessary Ber2]; nding necessary conditions deserves further research e orts.
Matrices for the determination of the weights
The only published algorithm for computing the weights u k seems to be the one advocated by Schneider and (11) for the vector v := v 0 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n ] 2 IR n+1 . This vector of the Newton coe cients of q is then transformed into a vector u of the Lagrangian form of q by an algorithm of Werner Wer] .
We will present here a direct method for determining the vector u := u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u N ] T . In view of the fact that, by (10), the barycentric form automatically guarantees interpolation, all we must do is achieve that the denominator and numerator degrees do not exceed n, respectively m. For that purpose, let 
Written in terms of the u k 's, the quantity whose limit is sought reads
As we want to let x 7 ! 0, each term of the last sum can be expanded into its geometric series 1) The number of rows corresponding to the degree conditions for the denominator is equal to the degree of the numerator, and conversely; 2) the matrix (17) is not quite the transposed of (4): not only the negative signs (which would not a ect the kernel) are missing, but also the dimensions are di erent as (4) has one more row and one more column; 3) in Gra2] appeared a proof, attributed to Meinguet, of a system equivalent to (16): replacing there in (9) 1 0 (x k ) by w k ( Hen] p. 243), using our (9), transposing and reordering the equations yields (16).
4. Determination of the barycentric weights through triangulation of A In order to determine from (16) the weights of rational interpolation, i.e., the kernel of A in (17), we will now triangulate A. For that purpose, we will call the rst m rows (i.e., those without f k 's) of A its \top part" and the last n rows its \bottom part". The triangulation will be performed in several steps: 1) Separate triangulation of top part and bottom part: a) subtract x N times each row from the next. With the space saving abbreviation x jk := x j;k := x j ? x k this yields 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1 1 1 1 x 0N x : (18) The elimination in the top part is now complete.
Remarks: ) Since the order of the nodes is arbitrary, the last row of the top matrix implies that, given any subset S of n + 2 nodes x i0 ; x i1 ; : : : ; x in+1 with corresponding weights u i0 ; u i1 ; : : : ; u in+1 , one has 
denotes the product of the di erences between x i k and all x i`, i`6 2 S. Moreover, if one applies Gauss{ Jordan elimination to the top matrix in (18) in the same manner as above, but here by subtracting a multiple of the next row to annulate an element, and multiplies by the arising denominators, a \lower anti{triangular" matrix with n + 2 anti{diagonals results whose rows contain the coe cients in (19) for the S with n + 2 consecutive indices; ) since all d i k are di erent from 0, the above remark implies that the top matrix has full rank; Now that the matrix is triangulated, one can nd u by back-substitution: starting from any nonvanishing value for u 0 (u 0 = 0 yields the uninteresting trivial solution u = 0), one successively gets u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u n by (22), then u n+1 ; : : : ; u N by the \(n + 2){lower antidiagonal" (19). The latter is preferable to the triangular top part of (18), since the number of additions/subtractions is smaller.
? In particular, the rst row of (18) is to be avoided: it would give the last coe cient as u N = ?
P N?1 k=0 u k , a long sum with mainly alternating signs, thus subject to catastrophic cancellation and smearing Hen].
Implementation issues and non-generic cases
We add here practical remarks on the use of the above method: 1) Computing divided di erences as those needed in (20) for nodes ordered from one side to the other of an interval is a notoriously unstable process: the points should be re-ordered, e.g. with the van der Corput sequence Fis-Rei,Tal]; the order of the weights must be corrected accordingly once back-substitution is complete. 2) Even in the generic case, if one wants to avoid exaggerated growth of the F ] in (21), pivoting sould be used. We used column pivoting in order to keep the natural order of the degree conditions. For the weights, this means a change of their order, which must be stored. 3) If a row is totally zero (no pivot), the kernel is at least two-dimensional, the solution is not anymore unique (up to a constant) and the problem therefore ill-posed. There are at least two ways of coping with this:
| if one is interested in the general solution, one should keep the corresponding weight indeterminate and compute the kernel as a function of all the undeterminate weights, a usual way of nding kernels; | instead, we have modi ed the problem to make it well-posed: with the desire to hold the number of poles as low as possible, we have decreased n and increased m accordingly until the solution was unique. Therefore the problem we have solved should be rephrased as follows: nd the unique r 2 R m ;n with m + n = N, n m , that satis es the interpolation conditions (2) with n n as large as possible. Since the solution is then one{dimensional, the rational fonction is reduced. In that sense, we have determined (if it exists) the interpolant with minimal denominator degree as in Sch-Wer] and Wuy]. Row pivoting would theoretically allow the immediate determination of n . In the top matrix, decreasing n and increasing m means erasing a factor from every d ik in (19b) and computing one more row. In the bottom (before triangulation), this means cancelling the rst row and column and update the remaining divided di erences with x n . Similar remarks yield for the updating problem of increasing N, to which we did not give much thought, however.
Contraposition of Theorem 2.1 can be useful in determining whether a row is zero or not (i.e., whether or not the kernel has dimension one):
Corollary 5.1
Suppose the nodes are ordered as x 0 < x 1 < : : : < x N and u k 6 = 0 8 k. Then if sign u k = sign u k+1 for a k and if r is bounded on x 0 ; x N ], then it is not reduced.
4) When one u`is zero, then, since there is one less term, (13) already implies that deg q N ?2, (15) that deg q N ? 3, etc. Numerator and denominator then automatically have degree 1 less than required. In fact, u`= 0 in (16) implies that the factor x ? x`has been cancelled in the numerator and the denominator, and p(x`) = q(x`) = 0; 5) Numerical experience leads us to the following two conjectures: | even with column pivoting, the rows of zeros are at the end of the triangulated matrix; | if the nodes lie symmetrically with respect to the center of min x k ; max x k ], then the weights are symmetric, even for a function that does not display any symmetry.
6) With the reduced r, one can use the criteria of x2 for detecting unattainable points and poles:
| if u`= 0, evaluate r at x`: if it is di erent from f`, (x`; f`) is unattainable; we did not encounter any example where our method gave u`= 0 and x`was not unattainable, and therefore conjecture that the method yields u`= 0 i x`is unattainable (see also Corollary 7 in Sch-Wer], which seems to lack some hypothesis to be true as generally as stated); | same signs of weights corresponding to consecutive nodes guarantee that r has an odd number of poles between these.
Numerical examples
We have tested the method described above on dozen of examples with MATLAB for the MacIntosh. the value of r with that of f. In view of the simple pole of f at x = 0, for any given N the interpolant is about as good with n = 1 as with any larger n. N = 7 is su cient for about machine precision, and the latter is conserved up to about N = 40. Then the precision gradually decreases because of smearing: for N = 100 the error is 7:5 10 ?9 . With the interpolating polynomial in barycentric form ? see (7) and (8) or Hen, p.238] , N 40 is necessary for machine precision. And at x = 0:75, thus closer to the extremity of the interval and the pole, r(0:75) with N = 7, n = 1, still has machine precision, whereas the error with the polynomial decreases to 5:2 10 ?9 for N = 40 before increasing again because of smearing.
If one chooses n = 2, the two nonzero entries of the second line of (22) for N even and n = (N ? 1)=2 for N odd. The results are displayed in Table 1 . They show that the method works very well, the only di culty being again smearing when N becomes larger than about 30.
To allow comparison with the polynomial, we have interpolated also between Ceby sev points of the second kind on ?1; 1], x k = cos k N . The barycentric weights were given in Sal], see Ber1] for an alternative treatment. The third column of Table 2 contains the results (the value of n is relevant only for the rational: Table 2 Comparison of rational and polynomial errors when interpolating f(x) = e ?(x+1:2) =(1 + 25x the polynomial obviously corresponds to n = 0). Comparison with Table 1 shows that for this function rational interpolation between equidistant points is even better than polynomial interpolation between Ceby sev points! The table contains also the error at a point close to the center of the interval, where the Ceby sev points are not as dense as in the vicinity of the extremities. In this example our method was about 2 digits more precise than the alternative consisting in letting b 0 := 1 and solving the system (3) (the usual way, i.e., with partial pivoting) for the a k 's and the remaining b k 's.
Conclusions
The method given above for a direct computation of the barycentric representation of rational interpolants as the kernel of the matrix (17) seems very e ective, at least as long as N is not too large. For very large N and di cult points like eqidistant ones, higher precision should be used to cope with smearing. The method gives quite a precise information about the size of the solution space. The barycentric representation should often be favored in view of the valuable information it gives about unattainable points and poles of the interpolant. One could surely think of determining the interpolant in more traditional ways, and in a second stage compute its barycentric weights. It is known, however, that the process of computing the barycentric weights of a rational interpolant from its canonical representation can be ill{conditioned Hen p.236] .
